Mystery Trip, 22 June 2019
By Steve King

Let’s start with the bad news. The weather forecast was promising 30mm of
rain contained in a storm front likely to produce thunder and lightning. I woke
up with a head cold. Three cars pulled out at the last minute, their owners
suffering from the same. I left my lunch on the kitchen bench. This was made
worse since the “Threeways Roadhouse” where we were to meet no longer
sold food! The toilets at the roadhouse were also closed for maintenance.
Basically, it was not a roadhouse at all, just a fuel pump sticking up out of the
ground in the middle of nowhere. Note to self – don’t stop there again! Within
minutes of us leaving the carpark my Hema HX1 died (again!) and could not be
restarted. I have resolved to return it and get it sorted. Imagine if you were in a
remote area and were relying heavily on this technology to get you through!
Those braving the elements today were Greg & Pauline Jones, Chris & Robyn
Tucker, Bob Dorizzi, Andrew & Hertha Mitchell & family, Mike Leddin & Clare
Jones and my Tail End Charlie Troy & Marietta Smallacombe. Mike and Clare
were last to arrive clutching their Subway’s that they had stopped to pick up
along the way. (That’s all I needed!!)
“Why a Mystery Tour?” I hear you ask. Simple really. I had not done a reccy
and was relying on my memory of when I last did this run 12 years ago. So, I
had little idea of what the day had in store for us. The start point was at the
roadhouse which is situated on the Albany Highway at the turn off to
Wandering. We aired down to 28psi or thereabouts to cushion against the
corrugations which lay ahead. Whoever sold Mike his tyre deflator clearly had
a sense of humour since in the process of bending down to attach it to the tyre
it let of a loud noise which could only be described as a “fart”. So, 4 farts later
and we were ready to set off.

A couple of kms back up the highway we turned into Wearn Rd and
commenced the trek across country towards the Brookton Highway
encountering varied terrain. Pauline was becoming concerned about the
volume of trees we were encountering (I did point out we were in a forest). By
the end of the day she seemed convinced that they were out to get her! I’d like
to know what was on her sandwich. On the other side of the car Greg was
deep in discussion with the group trying to identify the species of trees and
even dragged out the “book of trees” in their efforts to put a name to them.

Track conditions varied from good gravel to gnarly rocky outcrops and
potential mudholes. I say potential because by now they should have been
incredibly challenging from the predicted downpour. The group agreed that
global warming was responsible. We could see the water lines, but the levels
were up to a meter lower. After the below photo a snapshot from Jake’s video,
Bob was heard to remark “that was deeper than I expected!” I suggested we
should come back after the storms had passed through!

I have to fine Chris who was behind me, for losing the rest of the convoy by not
following convoy procedure. He went back to find them, and all ended well.
It was hard to believe but the weather was great. The sun shone from time to
time, it was warm, and it didn’t rain until we were on the bitumen on the way
home. I found some biscuits leftover in my Jeep from a previous trip, so I didn’t
starve and best of all I got us all out the other side in one piece using only my
notes and notwithstanding the lack of technology!
Thanks to Troy and Marietta for pulling up the rear and to everyone for making
the effort to come out even with the threat of inclement weather and for
making it a most enjoyable day. It was good fun.
Steve

